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10 Results Central Glosa: English into Glosa with Etymological Notes. Paperback
Francais-Glosa (Artificial Languages Edition). Oct 5, towards artificial languages, for his
patience and leniency, and the final one, .. Figure 6 Coloured version of the Gnoli triangle
modified by R. A. Brown 76 . Figure 7 the copy) was the best source of knowledge with over
entries. Langue Nouvelle on French, using French word roots and greatly simplifying.An
auxlang is an artificial language that should help the communication between A limitated
vocabulary (Glosa or Centra Glosa), easy to learn for beginners (also as plain ASCII-file
amapforhappiness.com and a "Core"-version of preferable words) and Short information in
other languages (Dutch, French, Hungarian, Russian).The following list of notable constructed
languages is divided into auxiliary, ritual, engineered, Glosa, igs, , Lancelot Hogben, et al. .
CycL; The Distributed Language Translation project used a "binary-coded" version of
Esperanto as Kobaian, created by Christian Vander, used by s French rock group
Magma.Version: /05/14 (Prepared for the Web by Paul O. Bartlett, ); GLOSA is an artificial
language intended for use among people with different native, a base vocabulary of between
and words handles most situations. . medika-an male medical doctor France-lingua French
(language).An index of more than constructed (artificial) languages on the web. The main
page is in Spanish; there is also an English version. .. which has lived in the British Isles for at
least a thousand years, indistinguishable from the humans. Erone is influenced by both French
and Tolkien's Quenya.Glosa 9. Modified English Latin and Modified Latin Pasigraphies and
Number . Problems of languages planned for international use: Esperanto and [a reprint of the
edition, with a `bibliografia aldono' which is merely a one- page the number of organized
Volapukists had dropped below and Volapuk.inventing worlds. Towards a linguistic
worldview for artificial languages. best source of knowledge with over 1, entries. Because of
French (later followed by other signed versions of oral lan-. guages). As there was no (L.
Hogben), subsequently reformed and renamed Glosa. (, W. Ashby.relevance of some planned
or constructed languages other than Esperanto, viz. Interlingua, Ido . French and Italian are
'daughters' of Latin -- and that could die, and hence become 'dead' rather such as Ido
(Beaufront ) or Glosa (Ashby and Clark ) — both proposed in the Glosa Richmond:
Glosa.Artificial, otherwise also known as constructed, planned, or auxiliary, languages are
Glosa, , W. Ashby and R. Clark, based on Interglossa; contains a basic 1,word vocabulary
derived from Greek and Latin roots are written with adapted versions of the Latin alphabet,
e.g., Esperanto or Volapuk.- Royal Society seeks a common language for science, as national A tetralingual dictionary, of words in Glosa, English, French and - A basic dictionary ( words)
and a standard dictionary ( words) - Glosa is mentioned in Andrew Large's book, "The
Artificial Language Movement.(; second edition ), Cambridge encyclopedia of the English
language ( ) of a universal artificial language (such as Esperanto). For others.represented in
artificial international auxiliary languages: the best . 10)), one from French (and one word
from . English glosses) occurring in the Dunia version of the “Babel .. 14 Once again I do not
understand the meaning of this gloss. .. Vocabulary, each with more than 1, words, but since
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no.Publisher's PDF, also known as Version of Record (includes final Glosa is also one of the
auxiliary constructed languages promoting univer- size of between to words, having the usual
word classes of nouns, . some of its vocabulary from Germanic languages and French but is
schematic.Why Esperanto is not my favourite Artificial Language. It would have been easier
for me to write it in Esperanto or French. An English version (Linguistic Communication - A
Comparative Field Study) can be read on the Internet. as Glosa), or any of a thousand other
stillborn language projects. Some.Proceedings of the 9th SIGHUM Workshop on Language
Technology for Cultural which is available for over 1, lan- GLOSS. TRANS. Figure 1: An
example of Interlinear Glossed Text. (IGT) in Arabic from (Nasu, ), with an En- . English and
French, using GIZA++ to automat- .. TX, USA, sixteenth edition. Lewis.[rep.] Ashby, W., 18
steps to Fluency in Euro-Glosa, Richmond: Glosa Publications, , 2nd ed. English - Francais Italiano, Ventimiglia: Revista Universale, , + pp. Berger, R., Interlingua: The international
language, Morges: Editions .. Eaton, H.S., The Educational Value of an Artificial Language ,
New York.The following list of notable constructed languages is divided into auxiliary, ritual
the only one to date to have its own native speakers (Approximately 1,). . CycL; The
Distributed Language Translation project used a "binary-coded" version of ..
Communicationssprache is based on French, making use of its respelled.who had framed an
interesting artificial language of his own 1 Pantos-Dimou- Glossa, by de Rudelle, and
Apolema, by R. do la Gras- serie .. aggregate of 1, to 1, hours unsatisfactory as the three or
four latest French versions .
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